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ave you ever had a bad day? Have
you ever worried about school, your
family, or your future? Have you

ever had a fight with a friend or a parent? Have
you ever felt sad because of something or someone you lost? Have you ever felt like no one in
the world cares about you? If you said yes to any

as
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Our grou ave really thought hard about
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of these questions, this course is for you.
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I need your helpe mwitosht right now is
is bothering me th
Remarkably, every single person you know
has felt these things at some time in his or her

I am going to try to

life. And every person you know will feel these
things again. Somehow people manage to deal

good things
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I know that lifetoiso. nHotere are some of the good things:
happen in my life
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Before I say goo
Love,

with it all and move on.
Always be joyful, th
en, in the
Lord; I repeat, be jo
yful. Let
your good sense be
obvious
to everybody. The
Lord is
near. Never worry ab
out anything; but tell God
all your
desires of every kind
in prayer
and petition shot th
rough
with gratitude, and
the peace
of God which is be
yond our
understanding will
guard
your hearts and yo
ur
thoughts in Christ
Jesus.
(Philippians 4:4–7,
NJB).

Dealing with Tough Times is a course about
managing life’s struggles. You will work with
your teacher and the other young people in your
group to understand why some of these things
happen, decide what you can do about them,
and come up with positive strategies for
surviving and growing from these experiences.
Everyone struggles, just like you do. But
everyone also has times of fun and happiness
and pure joy—just like you do. Together the joys
and struggles make up this thing we call life.
Thankfully we’re not in this alone. We have one
another, we have our inner strength, and we have
God walking beside us every step of the way.
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I’m Worried
I’m
Worried

You are created in God’s own image, and you are wonderful in God’s eyes.
God does not make mistakes. Believe in yourself. Take charge of your own life.

I give you thanks that I
am wonderfully made;

I really did a good job of handling a tough time when I

Here is a list of worries commonly experienced by people your
age. Put a check mark in the column that represents how often
each of these worries concerns you. Skip the worries that do
not apply to your life.

wonderful are your works.
(Adapted from

The next time I am involved in a tough situation, I know I can

Psalm 139:14)

I almost never worry . . .
I worry once in a while . . .

REMEMBER
These Things

I worry a lot . . .
I’m
Worr

1. about what others think of me
2. about how I look

✧ Know that tough times do not last forever.
✧ Find positive ways to deal with your stress.
✧ Rely on God, other people, and your inner
strength to get you through life’s struggles.
✧ Always have hope.

3. that my parents might get a divorce

Dear God,

4. about getting a good job when I am older
5. about all the fights in my family

As odd as it may seem, I thank You for the

sweet smile and in my mother’s gentle touch

troubles in my life. It was the hard times in

that told me that one day, maybe not today

6. about all the people in the world who die from starvation or violence

my life that I learned from the most. From

or tomorrow, but one day it would be okay.

7. that I might die soon

these times I learned courage, strength, and

You were with me every step of the way,

most of all that when it seems that every-

and now it is okay. Lord, it is the trouble

8. about my mom or dad dying

thing in my life has failed, I can turn to You.

and misfortune in my life that has allowed

9. about whether I am doing well in school and whether my grades are okay

It was when my head was down and my

me to truly appreciate the happiness You

heart was aching that I was truly able to

have placed in my life.

10. about whether others think the same things about sex as I do

2

I’m Worried

I’m
Worried WoI’rmried

see God in my life. I saw You in my sister’s

I’m
Worried

(Victoria McCardell, Lafayette, Louisiana)
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I almost never worry . . .
I worry once in a while . . .

Read the sections below, and take some time to reflect
on them quietly and to complete the sentence-starters.

“Come to me, all you

7:11 AM
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I worry a lot . . .
11. about what high school will be like
12. about all the drugs and drinking around me
13. about whether I will make enough money to buy the things I want

No matter what happens, Jesus knows what you are going through. Remember
that Jesus had the same kinds of happy and sad times that you have. In knowing Jesus you can understand how much God wants happiness for you. Take
time to talk to God. Remember that God knows what you need even before
you ask, but God likes to hear from you. Trust God, and know that nothing
is too small for God to care about, and nothing is too big for God to handle.

14. that I might be sexually or physically abused
15. about being the best at something someday
16. about my mom’s or dad’s heavy drinking
17. about my interest in the other sex

11:28, NAB)
One really great thing that God has done for me is

18. about getting beaten up
When I think about my relationship to God, I think that I will

19. about making friends

I’m
Worried

20. because I do not get along with my sisters and brothers
21. that my grandparents might die or have to go to a nursing home

Write on the lines below your top three worries right now. They can be from the list you
just completed, or you may identify worries that are not on the list.

1.

The LORD God said: “It
is not good for the man
to be alone. I will make
a suitable partner for
him.” (Genesis 2:18,
NAB)

2.

God created Eve to be a friend and a companion to Adam. This was God’s way
of telling us that God wants people to be companions and friends. Friends
and family get you over bumps when you are upset. You need them, and you
were made to have them. Friends and family need you too.

3.

The next time I am going through a tough time, I am going to talk to this
person:

Trust the past to God’s mercy.
Trust the present to God’s love.

I am going to help someone else by

Trust the future to God’s providence.
(Anonymous)
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I’m
Co ping

Inside this life raft, list the pressures that you feel inside
yourself right now. Around the outside of the raft, list the pressures that are coming from
other people in your life right now.
When your teacher tells you to do so, put an X through the pressures that you cannot do
anything about. Draw a circle around the pressures that you think you can work on.

3. Describe the place you go to feel happy, quiet, and peaceful.

4. List the things you like to do there.
There are times
for doing nothing
but be sure you do it
5. Explain what you did the last time you were there.

well—
and listen.
For God, in silent
spaces,
has something great
to tell.
(Unknown)

REMEMBER
These Things
✧ Being alone and being lonely are different experiences.
✧ Everyone is lonely sometimes.
✧ Loneliness can be painful, and we have to find ways to deal with it. Things
like call-ing a friend, finding a hobby, and joining a team can help you deal
with loneliness.
✧ All human beings need time alone without the usual distractions of life, in
order to think, to dream, to regroup, and to just be themselves. Another
word for aloneness like this is solitude.
✧ Try to spend at least a few minutes in solitude every day.
4
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REMEMBER
These Things

All by

Myself

✧ Most people enjoy life most of the time.
✧ Everyone worries sometimes. Everyone is afraid sometimes. Everyone feels
pressure sometimes. Every one of your friends and every adult you know
feels these things. It’s part of life.
✧ It helps to know what pressures you can do something about and what
pressures are beyond your control.
✧ It’s important to have positive ways to deal with the stresses and pressures
in your life.
✧ God is with you always—during the good times and the tough times.

Write your responses to these items in the spaces provided. Be prepared to discuss
your responses with your group.
1. Make a dot on the line below to indicate how often you choose to spend
time alone.
I often choose to be alone.

I never choose to be alone.

“Therefore I tell you, do
2. Make a dot on the line below to indicate how you feel about being alone.
Being alone is fun.

Being alone bugs me.

not worry about your life,
what you will eat or what
you will drink, or about
your body, what you will
wear. . . . can any of
you by worrying add a
single hour to your span
of life? . . . Consider

Loneliness is the poverty

We have all known the

of self; solitude is the

long loneliness and we

richness of self. (May

have learned that the

Sarton)

only solution is love and
that love comes with
community. (Dorothy
Day)

the lilies of the field, how
they grow; they neither
toil nor spin, yet I tell
you, even Solomon in all
his glory was not clothed
like one of these.” (Matthew 6:25–29, NRSV)
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